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ABSTRACT

LOCATION FINDING ALGORITHM BY USING RFID

Özyurt, Erdem
M.S., Electrical-Electronics Engineering Department
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Elif Aydın
Co-Supervisor: Dr. A. Çağrı Yapıcı
July 2011, 64 pages

In this thesis, the RFID tag is carried by the mobile robot and the reader antennas
being dispersed around the environment as opposed to the literature where reader is
carried by the mobile object. This novelty protects the mobile robot from an increase
of weight and results in saving in battery consumption. Also by this way, an increase
in mobile object requires a mere increase in low cost passive RFID tags in the
navigation system. Signal processing techniques use together with electromagnetics
theories in order to locate the position of the robot. Use of multiple antennas enables
amplitude comparisons.
In this work, the prototype which shows the proof of concept of the system is
developed and a pilot application is executed.
Keywords: Antenna Diversity, Centroid Localization, Indoor Localization, Passive
RFID Systems, Signal Pattern Matching
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ÖZ

RFID KULLANILARAK KONUM BULMA ALGORİTMASI

Erdem Özyurt
Yüksek Lisans, Elektrik-Elektronik Mühendisliği Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi: Doç. Dr. Elif Aydın
Ortak Tez Yöneticisi: Dr. A. Çağrı Yapıcı
Temmuz 2011, 64 sayfa

Bu tez çalışmasında gezgin robota RFID etiket yerleştirilmiş ve okuyucu antenleri ise
iç mekan etrafına dizilmiştir. Gezgin robotun pasif UHF RFID etiket taşıyor olması
ağırlık yönünden avantaj sağladığı gibi batarya ömrü açısından da verimi
artırmaktadır. Ayrıca, hareketli cismin sayısının artırılması durumunda donanım
bakımından sadece düşük maliyetli pasif RFID etiket sayısının artırılması yeterli
olacaktır. Geliştirilen tekniklerde elektromanyetik teori yanı sıra sinyal işleme
teknikleri de kullanılmıştır. Anten dizisi kullanımıyla genlik karşılaştırma
sağlanmıştır.
Bu çalışmada sistemin uygulanabilirliğini gösterecek prototip tasarlanmış ve pilot
uygulama yapılmıştır.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Use of mobile robots in military, industrial and show business applications is ever
increasing in time. Those applications require a precise management of the
navigation of mobile robots. Localization of mobile objects in the indoor
environment is still being studied and has great merit academically and
commercially. Despite significant progress in this area, researchers could not reach
satisfactory results yet. In the literature many navigation algorithm were proposed.
These methods are classified as landmark [13], dead-reckoning [27], vision [28] and
behavior based methods [29]. However these methods require either complex
computations or attaching expensive devices to the mobile robot.
In one of the recent studies on this subject, navigation of mobile robot was provided
by using fuzzy logic control circuit and RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification)
system. In this study, robot was equipped with a RFID reader and two antennas.
Navigation was implemented by comparing the received signal phases from each
RFID active tag in the fuzzy logic control circuit [1].
In another study, target tracking and following system using the direction finding
RFID reader which was connected dual-directional antenna was proposed. For
localization, finding the direction of arrival (DOA) of transmitted RF signals based
on the ratio of the received signal strengths with the dual-directional antenna was
used [2]. Zhou and Liu [3] used laser activated RFID system to locate the mobile
robot. In this study, more than two RFID tags were activated by the mobile robot and
with the triangulation method, mobile robot was located.
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In Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), Weighted Centroid Localization (WCL) was
proposed. Distance between the unknown node and the beacon was decided via the
Link Quality Indicator (LQI) and the distances were transformed to the weights. The
unknown node was located with comparing weights [4]. In WSN, another proposed
technique was Adaptive Weighted Centroid Localization which compares the
differences and magnitudes of weights to remove the communication range
ambiguity errors. In another study based on WCL, Selective Adaptive Weighted
Localization (SAWCL) proposed to locate a blind node with the eight reference
nodes. Four RF modules which propagate in 2 different frequency bands were
attached to the blind node. The reference nodes were equipped by two RF modules
which work in two different frequency bands. Received Signal Strength Indicator
(RSSI) was used to estimate distances between nodes instead of LQI [5].
RFID is rapid, flexible and reliable way of identification, controlling and locating
different objects electronically. RFID system consists of tag and reader. Identity
information in the tag’s microchip reads wirelessly. In RFID system two antennas,
one of them on the tag and another connected to reader, are used. Tags are
categorized into four types based on the power source for communication and other
functionality: Passive, Active, Semi-active, and Semi-passive. Passive tags are
radiating without battery. They use emitted signal power to radiate. An active tag
relies on an internal battery for power and can radiate over greater distance than
other types of tags, but they have a finite battery life and are generally larger and
more expensive.
In RFID systems, line of sight link is not required, can communicate via the non-line
of sight link. In RFID systems long read range and high reading speed is achievable.
In the coverage range, system can write and read multiple tags.
In the previously presented studies phase comparison [1], received signal strength
comparison [2][5] and triangulation techniques [3] were applied and obtaining
location information was aimed for the indoor navigation applications. When the
RFID reader was mounted on the mobile robot and the tags are placed in the interior
space, the weight of mobile robot and power consumption was increased. The
resolution is directly dependent to the number of tags in the interior space. Increasing
the tag also increases the calculation complexity.
2

In this thesis study, reader antennas are arranged around the sides of indoor area and
only the passive RFID tag was attached to the mobile robot. This novelty protects the
mobile robot from an increase of weight and results in saving in battery
consumption. Also by this way, an increase in mobile object requires a mere increase
in low cost passive RFID tags in the localization system. RSSI parameter of the tag
was measured by the reader in the indoor environment in several points. WCL and
SAWCL techniques were examined with the RSSI values and to locate the mobile
robot, a signal pattern matching algorithm was developed.
The organization of this thesis is as follows; Chapter 2 gives an extensive knowledge
on localization systems and algorithms available in the literature. Chapter 3 presents
the RFID system used in this thesis study. In Chapter 4, localization algorithms
which are used in this study are discussed. In Chapter 5, measurements and results
are discussed. Finally, Chapter 6 includes summary of the study and the limitations
of the system.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE SURVEY ON INDOOR LOCALIZATION
SYSTEMS AND ALGORITHMS

This chapter reviews localization systems and algorithms for indoor environments in
the literature. The chapter also includes the limitations and drawbacks of those
localization systems.
2.1 Localization Algorithm
In the literature, mainly three different algorithms were proposed in according to use
of measured signal parameters. These are Triangulation, Scene Analysis and
Proximity. [6]
2.1.1 Triangulation
To locate the target geometric properties of triangles are used. The technique can be
divided into two categories: lateration and angulation. In Lateration method, location
is estimated by distances between references points and the target. To estimate the
distances, received signal strengths (RSS), time of arrival (TOA), time difference of
arrival (TDOA), roundtrip time of flight (RTOF) or received signal phase can be
used. From TOA and TDOA, distance is derived multiplying signal velocity by time.
From RSS values, distance is estimated by calculating the attenuation.
In Angulation technique, angle of arrival (AOA) is observed by directional antennas
or array antennas. The intersection point of the angle direction lines gives the
position of target.

4

For the indoor environments, the time and AOA parameters would be affected by
multipath effect and this phenomenon decreases the accuracy of location estimation.
TOA tends to perform better compared to attenuation [7]. For the short propagation
distances, sensing the time and time differences is too complex [8].
2.1.2 Scene Analysis
Scene analysis methods are applied with two steps. First collect features
(fingerprints) of a scene and then estimate the location of an object by matching
online measurements with the closest a priori location fingerprints. For the RF based
scene analysis, RSS values are commonly used. Two main fingerprinting-based
techniques which are k-nearest neighbor (kNN) also known as radio map, and
probabilistic methods are used.
To apply kNN method, a database is constructed with RSS measurements at known
locations. Then, real time RSS measurements linked to the target are performed to
search for the k closest matches in the signal space previously-built. To localize the
target, root mean square errors prickle are applied on selected neighbors.
The problem stated in probabilistic approaches is to find the location of a target
assuming that there are n possible locations and one observed signal strength vector
during the real time measurements according to posteriori probability and Bayes
formula. Thus, the location with the highest probability is chosen. Generally,
probabilistic methods involve different stages such as calibration, active learning,
error estimation, and tracking with history. So Bayesian-network-based and/or
tracking-assisted positioning has been proposed [9].
2.1.3 Proximity
Proximity algorithms locate targets in pre-defined sub-areas. The antenna positions
ate well-known and the targets are approximately located according to the antennas
[10]. In particular, the systems using infrared radiation (IR), radio frequency
identification (RFID) and wireless sensor networks (WSN) are often based on this
method. Another example is the cell identification (Cell-ID) or cell of origin (COO)
method. This method relies on the fact that mobile cellular networks can identify the
approximate position of a mobile handset by knowing which cell site the device is
using at a given time. Theoretically, this method is relatively simple to implement.
5

However the communication ranges in the indoor environment is not predictable
[11].
2.2 Localization Systems
Localization algorithms use different parameters like TOA, TDOA, RSS and phase
of the signal. To measure these parameters an existing system such as RFID, WLAN,
UWB, GPS or Bluetooth systems is used or a new system at [5] would be developed.
Localization system topologies are able to categorize in two groups. In the first
group, signal transmitter unit or tag attached to the mobile unit and fixed measuring
units receive the transmitted signals. Localization is carried out in computation
station. In the second group, measuring unit is mobile and receives the signal of
several fixed transmitters. Localization is carried out either in the mobile unit or in a
master station.
2.2.1 RFID Systems
RFID system is an auto detection system working in the RF band. A RFID system
consists of at least two components, reader and tag. The communication with reader
and tag is carried out with defined protocols. A well-known location sensing system
using the RFID technology is SpotON which is based on RSS measurements from
adjustable long range active RFID tags [12]. Collect signal strength measurements
with multiple reader or antenna are used in order to approximate distance through a
function defined with empirical data. Classic laterations are then performed to
localize tags.
LANDMARC (indoor location sensing using active RFID) is another example of
widely used methods in RFID systems [13]. This system is based on the kNN
technique. The known positions of reference tags are placed regularly on the covered
area. Readers have eight different power levels. This approach consists in selecting
the k nearest reference tags from the unknown active tag. With the kNN method, the
location of the RFID tag is calculated.
2.2.2 WLAN
Wireless local area networks become the most popular wireless systems during the
last few years. A technique which uses kNN and also known as RADAR, was
6

proposed by Bahl et al [14]. In these technique two approaches are exist. In the first
one, RSS measurements are carried out in offline phase and with the real time
measurements the target is located. In the second approach Wall attenuation factor
(WAF) and floor attenuation factor (FAF) propagation model is used for signal
propagation model.
Horus system [16], [17] is used as probabilistic model based on RSS measurements.
Each candidate location coordinate is regarded as a class or category. Likelihood
algorithm chooses location to minimize the localization error.
2.3 Comparison of Current Indoor Localization Methods
Some of the indoor localization methods are compared in Table 1 according to used
technology, algorithm, accuracy, complexity, robustness and cost [6].
Table 1. Indoor Localization Methods and Solutions
System/Solution

Wireless
Technology

Localization
Algorithm

Accuracy

Complexity

Robustness

Cost

Microsoft
RADAR
[14][15]

WLAN, RSS

kNN, Viterbilike

3~5m

Moderate

Good

Low

Horus [16][17]

WLAN, RSS

Probabilistic
Method

2m

Moderate

Good

Low

WhereNet [18]

UHF TDOA

Least
Square/RWGH

2-3m

Moderate

Good

Low

Sappire Dart
[19]

WLAN (RSS)
+ Ultrosound

Least Square

Less than 0.3m

Poor

Poor

Medium
To High

SpotOn [12]

Active RFID
RSS

Ad-Hoc
lateration

Depends on
Cluster size

Medium

Good

Low

LANDMARC
[13]

Active RFID
RSS

kNN

Less than 2m

Medium

Poor

Low

GSM
fingerprinting
[19]

GSM Cellur
Network

Weighted kNN

5m

Medium

Good

Medium

PinPoint [20]

UHF (RTIF)

Bayesian
approach

1m

High

Good

Low
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CHAPTER 3

RFID SYSTEMS

This chapter reviews basics of RFID technology and RFID system used in this thesis
study. The chapter also includes setup which the measurements were carried out.
3.1 Radio Frequency
The radio frequency spectrum is not well defined, but usually the frequencies up to 2
GHz are called Radio Frequency (RF) band. The frequencies between 300 MHz and
3 GHz are belongs to Ultra High Frequency (UHF) band and widely used for
wireless communication. The path loss is proportional with transmission distance and
increased with miscellaneous reason. At the receiver of UHF devices, not only lineof-sight signals but also non-line-of-sight is observed. This phenomenon is caused
by obstacles such as mountains, buildings and foliage in the outdoor propagation
channel. In the indoor wave propagation, randomization is increased and does not
offer easy analysis. Layout of the building, construction materials, building type and
furniture are influencing the wave propagation. The frequency range 868–870 MHz
was passed for Short Range Devices (SRDs) in Europe at the end of 1997 and is thus
available for RFID applications.
3.2 RFID Technology
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is the general name of system that transmits
the identity of an object or person wirelessly, using radio waves and grouped under
the broad category of automatic identification technologies. The information on the
8

micro-chip can be read automatically, at a distance, by another wireless machine. A
typical RFID system consists of RFID tag(s) and reader.
3.2.1 RFID Tag
RFID tag consists of a microchip attached to a radio antenna mounted on a substrate.
RFID tags affixed to objects or embedded in them. Each tag has a unique identifier
and may also have other features such as memory to store additional data,
environmental sensors, and security mechanisms. Tags are categorized into four
types based on the power source for communication and other functionality: passive,
active, semi-active and semi-passive.
A passive tag consists of a microchip and antenna printed on a substrate. Tag uses
the signal energy, which is received from reader’s transmission, for data processing
and transmission. The reply signal from a passive tag, which is also known as the
backscattered signal is a part of the power of the reader’s signal. Propagation range
of tag is limited and dependent to the path losses and efficiency of the antennas. But
passive tags are smaller, cheaper and lighter than other types of tags and also usage
life is not limited.
An active tag uses internal battery for data processing, transmission. The battery is
used also to power on-board circuitry, and to perform other functions. Propagation
distance is greater than other types of tags. In accordance to passive tags, active tags
can respond to lower power signals. But they are more expensive and larger. The
battery life restricts the tag’s usage life.
A semi-active tag is an active tag that remains dormant until it receives a signal from
the reader to wake up. The tag can then use its battery to communicate with the
reader. Like active tags, semi-active tags can communicate over a longer distance
than passive tags. Their main advantage relative to active tags is that they have a
longer battery life. The waking process, however, sometimes causes an unacceptable
time delay when tags pass readers very quickly or when many tags need to be read
within a very short period of time.
A semi-passive tag is a passive tag that uses a battery to power on-board circuitry,
but not to produce return signals. When the battery is used to power a sensor, they
are often called sensor tags. They typically are smaller and cheaper than active tags,
9

but have greater functionality than passive tags because more power is available for
other purposes. Some literature uses the terms “semi-passive” and “semi-active”
interchangeably. [21]
3.2.2 RFID Reader
A reader typically contains a radio frequency module (transmitter and receiver), a
control unit and a coupling element to the transponder. In Figure 1, an illustration of
a typical reader is given. RFID readers wirelessly communicate with the tags to
identify the item connected to each tag and possibly read or update additional
information stored on the tag. Readers also measure parameters such as RSSI, phase
and frequency.

Figure 1. Illustration of the RFID Reader

3.3 Global Standards of RFID Technology
RFID readers and tags must conform to the same standards and designs to be
interoperable. These standards and designs also can be used to coordinate the use of
certain tags across multiple enterprises and in the supply chain. The development of
standards is the responsibility of the technical committee of the International
Organization

for

Standardization

(ISO),

International

Electrotechnical

Commission (IEC) and Electronic Product Code (EPC). Some of the standards
applicable in Turkey are [21][22]


ISO/IEC 18000-6 defines three types of tags. Types A and B operate at 860 to
930 MHz, but they use different encoding and anti-collision methods on the
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forward channel. Type C is equivalent to the EPCglobal Class-1 Generation-2
standard.


ISO 15693: This is HF (13.56 MHz) standard, widely used for non-contact
smart payment and credit cards.



ISO 14223/1: This standard is used for animals, advanced transponders.



ISO 18000-7: This is the new UHF (433 MHz) industry standard for all active
RFID products, mandated by the U.S. Department of Defense, NATO



EPC Global: Electronic Product Code standard data format.

3.4 RFID System Used in This Thesis Study
3.4.1 RFID Reader
The INfinity 510 which is manufactured by Sirit Inc. is a multiprotocol,
multiregional Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) System that operates in the 860
– 960 MHz UHF band. In Figure 2 physical appearance of the reader is given.
Reader supports human and machine communication across either the serial or
Ethernet ports and supports up to four Tx/Rx antennas and one Listen before Talk
(LBT) antenna. In Figure 3, input and output connections are indicated. The INfinity
510 can controlled by .NET or Java returns several parameters such as RSSI, phase,
tag identification number, signal to noise ratio and frequency [23].
INfinity 510 RFID reader returns RSSI values in dBm format, for each antenna.
Reader also returns estimated tag phase as a twos complement 16 bit hexadecimal
number scaled from -π to π with 0x8000 = -π and 0x7FFF = π. In practice, on the
INfinity 510, there is an additional 180o phase ambiguity such that any specific phase
estimate could be indicated as θ or θ +π [24]. Technical specifications of INfinity
510 RFID reader is given in Appendix A.
3.4.2 Antennas
To transmit and receive the waves, four antennas which are working in the 865 – 870
MHz frequency band with a 7.5 dBi minimum gain, are used. The antennas are
manufactured by MTI Wireless Edge LTI. The radiation pattern is illustrated in
Figure 4. Technical specifications of MT-242040 antenna are given in Appendix B.
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Figure 2. INfinity 510 UHF Reader

Figure 3. INfinity 510 Power and I/O Connections

Figure 4. Radiation Pattern of the Antenna
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3.4.3 RFID Tag
In this thesis study passive and semi-passive RFID tags were used. These tags are


PowerG-W403 is a semi-passive RFID tag. Manufactured by PowerID Ltd.
Tag works in 860-960 MHz frequency band and supports EPCglobal Class 1,
Gen 2 ISO 18000-6C protocols.



PowerG-E403 is a semi-passive RFID tag. Manufactured by PowerID Ltd.
Tag works in 865-868 MHz frequency band and supports EPCglobal Class 1,
Gen 2 ISO 18000-6C protocols.



TE14 is a passive RFID tag. Manufactured by Trace-Tech Id Solutions S.L.
Tag works in 860-960 MHz frequency band and supports EPCglobal Class 1,
Gen 2 ISO 18000-6C protocols. In Figure 5, inlay of the tag is given.



ALL-9460-02 is a passive RFID tag. Manufactured by Alien Technology.
Tag works in 860-960 MHz frequency band and supports EPCglobal Class 1,
Gen 2 ISO 18000-6C protocols. The inlay of tag is given in Figure 6.

Figure 5. Inlays of TE14 passive tag

Figure 6. Inlays of ALL-9460 passive tag

3.5 Measurement User Interface
In order to connect with the reader and provide data flow, an application and user
interface on Visual Studio .NET was designed. The application contains sub
functions for creating connection with RFID Reader, providing data flow, sorting
13

data in according to their type saving them in text file format. These sub functions
are able to control via Measurement User Interface given in Figure 7.
Measurement User Interface creates connection between the reader and desktop
computer

via

the

local

area

network

with

the

user

defined

Internet

Protocol (IP) address. Measurements continue until the measurement number
achieves pre-defined parameter for each antenna. The application calculates average
of RSSI values, sorts the phase values according to either positive or negative and
records measurement frequency and most occurred phase values. The application
saves the recorded data to text file as in Figure 8.

Figure 7. Measurement User Interface

Figure 8. A sample of saved data in text file.
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CHAPTER 4

LOCALIZATION ALGORITHM

4.1 Indoor Wave Propagation Model
Indoor localization algorithms need distance between the antenna and the tag. In the
RFID Systems, measured RSSI which is the amount of power at the receiver, has a
correlation with the distance. To make a decision about the variations in the RSSI
values, propagation channel is needed to be modeled.
In the propagation channel, transmission of waves is occurred not only with line of
sight (LOS) link but also with the non line of sight (NLOS) link. In outdoor and
indoor propagation channels, interfered component of the received signal is occurred
due to reflection, diffraction and dispersion of electromagnetic waves. In the indoor
environment, these effects are observed as reflection on metallic objects,
superposition of electromagnetic fields, diffraction at edges, refraction by media with
different propagation velocity, and polarization of electromagnetic fields [25]. Also
within short propagation area, rating of the signal become more difficult. To remove
these effects and obtain distance via RSSI values, several propagation models
proposed [26].
Log-distance Path Loss Model predicts the average path loss depending on distance
and propagation coefficient in according to the calculated average power with
Equation 1 while d>d0 [26].
(1)
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Propagation coefficient (n) depends on the surroundings and building type and
calculated via the pre-measurements with the Equation 2.
(2)

Where A is the RSSI value measured at 1m from the antenna, RSSI is the
measurements at corresponding distance d. With the Equation 3 distances between
the antenna and tag is calculated in meter.
(3)
A MATLAB script for Distance calculation with Log-distance Path Loss Model is
given in Appendix C.
4.2 Localization Algorithm
Localization algorithms can be classified into Coarse Grained and Fine Grained
Localization methods in accordance to their requirements. Fine grained localization
methods utilize timing, signal strength or angle parameters while locating the
unknown device. Signal pattern matching methods also classified as fine grained
localization methods. Coarse grained localization methods utilize proximities to
different antennas and locate the unknown tags [10]. In this section Centroid
Localization (CL), Weighted Centroid Localization (WCL) and Selective Adaptive
Weighted Centroid Localization (SAWCL) will be discussed.
4.2.1 Centroid Localization
Centroid Localization (CL) is a course grained localization method and compares the
proximity between antenna or beacon node and unknown node. The parameters such
as RSSI, time and angle are not utilized. CL uses, which beacon nodes are in the
communication range of unknown node. Beacon node is assumed radiating like an
isotropic antenna in x-y coordinate. As shown in the Figure 9, with the appropriate
communication ranges and beacon distances, 13 different subareas can be formed.
CL algorithm locate the unknown node with known position of the beacon (Bj(x,y))
in the area with using each beacon in the communication range via the Equation 4.
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Figure 9. Arrangement of four beacons and 1 unknown node [11]
(4)

The algorithm is locating the node one of the 13 intersecting area. But the exact
position cannot be estimated within the intersecting area. While the communication
range is less than the beacon distances, average localization error cannot be less than
18% and the maximum error rate is 45% [4] [10][11].
4.2.2 Weighted Centroid Localization
In addition to CL, WCL utilizes distance via the RSSI or LQI parameter and makes a
decision which beacon is closest to the unknown node. In CL and WCL algorithm,
previous position of the node is not utilized. For each set of RSSI or LQI values,
location of node re-positioning. Before the WCL algorithm performed, the distance
between the ith node and jth beacon transforms to weights with the Equation 5.
(5)

where g is the degree of the equation. While g equals to zero, WCL acts as CL. In the
Equation 3, normalized value of multiplication of the node weights and beacon
position gives position of the unknown node Pi(x,y) in two dimension.
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(6)

WCL also locates the node one of the 13 intersecting area. For the shorter distances
between the node and beacon, a higher weight is obtained. In the Equation 3,
multiplication of higher weights with the position of beacon moves the node position
towards beacon within the intersecting area. A MATLAB script for WCL is given in
Appendix D.
In the Wireless Sensor Networks, the average localization error is measured as 6.5%
and the maximum error is measured as 18% of the beacon range while using
transmission range of 95% of the beacon distance and the degree of the equation is 1
[4][11].
4.2.3 Selective Adaptive Weighted Centroid Localization
In CL method, proximities were used to locate the unknown nodes. In WCL method,
distance between the node and beacon was utilized and these makes localization
error smaller. But both methods dependent on the communication range. In practice,
obtaining optimal ranges is impossible. With the NLOS and non-isotropic antennas,
communication range cannot be predicted.
In WCL, same differences but different magnitudes of RSSI or LQI set located in
different positions. These phenomena was illustrated at [11] for wireless sensor
networks as the Figure 10. For the low values of LQI, weight of the beacon with
highest value is increased in the calculations, and the error rate is also increased. For
the high values of LQI, the percentage of the difference is decreased in the
normalized values of position. These move the estimated position of the node to the
center.
In SAWCL, a positioning algorithm based on WCL is used. But in addition to WCL,
SAWCL considers not only the differences but also the magnitudes to decrease the
positioning error. When the measured values of RSSI set exceed a predefined
threshold, the values decreased with a gray fraction [11].
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Figure 10. Influence of the distribution of the RSSI values on accuracy for WCL
[11]
SAWCL method is applicable to RFID systems. In SAWCL algorithm, distances are
obtained from the RSSI values via the Log-distance Path Loss Model. Distances
between the ith tag and jth antenna is being transformed to the weights with Equation
5 with the appropriate value of g. The optimum g value is determined empirically to
minimize the positioning error.
Before the positioning algorithm carried out, maximum value of measured weight
and antenna weights are compared with antenna weights in the Equation 7.
(7)

where m is number of antennas, wj is the weight of jth antenna, wmax is the maximum
weight.
A threshold b is defined as 1.5 to decide rising or reducing weight values. After the
comparison between the rb ratio, weights are reduced or raised with a factor which is
defined as in the Equation 8.
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(8)
The position of the tag is computed by the Equation 9 in the in two dimensions [5].
(9)

A MATLAB script for SAWCL is given in Appendix E.
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CHAPTER 5

MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

In this chapter, the measurement setup used in this thesis study is introduced. The
chapter also includes RSSI and phase measurements recorded with various RFID
tags. Localization results obtained by WCL, SAWCL and Signal Pattern Matching
techniques are discussed.
5.1 Measurement Setup
In this thesis study, measurements are carried out in the laboratory to test the indoor
environment experimentally. The measurement setup consists of RFID reader, four
antennas, cables, local area network switch, desktop computer, mobile robot and
RFID tag as illustrated in Figure 11. RFID reader is placed at the top of the room to
optimize cable lengths. The antennas are placed at the middle of each sides of
4.8mx4.8m square area. The physical appearance of the indoor environment and
measurement setup is given in Figure 12.
The mobile robot consists of two DC motors, two optical sensors, battery and a
microprocessor unit and follows the black line on the ground. When the both sensors
detect black, robot stops and waits for predefined time interval.
In the measurement setup, two different paths are exists. The first path starts in front
of the antenna 4 and the mobile robot, which was attached RFID tag, travels to the
antenna 3. The second path starts in front of the antenna 2 and ends in front of the
antenna 1. The mobile robot travels on a straight line between two antennas. It stops
at each 10 cm and waits sufficient period of time for measurement.
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Figure 11. Illustration of Measurement Setup

Figure 12. Measurement Setup
22

5.2 Measurements and Results
In thesis study, RSSI phase and frequency parameters passive and semi-passive
RFID tags were measured by the RFID system. Measurement User Interface was
used to command the reader and record the desired parameters. To observe the
radiation of RFID tags antennas in different directions, 9 measurements were carried
out for different oriented tags. The mobile robot starts its trip 1 m (d0) away from the
antenna 4 and stopped 1 m before the antenna 3. Measurements started while the
distance between the robot and antenna 4 was 1 m and for each 10 cm intervals a
new measurement was carried out for 29 points between the antenna 3 and 4. The
corner between the antenna 3 and 2 was chosen as (0,0) and the distance between tag
and (0,0) point was estimated with WCL and SAWCL algorithms.
5.2.1 RSSI Measurements and SAWCL Estimations
Step 1
In this measurement PowerG-W403 semi-passive RFID tag was used. Between the
antenna 4 and 3, on the 29 points measurements were carried out. In Table 2,
measured RSSI (dBm) values from each antenna are given. The distances between
the mobile robot and (0,0) point are estimated with Log-distance path loss model and
SAWLC. In Figure 13, estimated and the actual distances from (0,0) point are
compared.
As shown in Figure 14, the maximum difference between estimated and the actual
distance was 1.9m and observed at the first point. Between the 2nd and 20th points,
maximum localization error was observed as 0.5m. After the 20th measurement point,
ripples are observed and for some points, localization error exceeds 1m.
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Table 2. RSSI (dBm) Measurements of PowerG-W403 RFID Tag

1

Antenna 1
-63,76799707

RSSI (dBm) Values
Antenna 2
Antenna 3
-70,22673025 -65,79757438

Antenna 4 Frequency
-56,39009448
866300

2

-64,20645241

-73,26692998

-63,31935907

-57,90585167

866300

3

-63,1544916

-73,62052313

-64,56035006

-58,51897605

866300

4

-63,15007997

0

-62,92933073

-62,86870001

866300

5

-67,14687037

0

-60,42823496

-69,20103709

866300

6

-68,81491823

0

-61,07453427

-69,98010316

866300

7

-67,66664104

0

-61,08136056

-68,00447218

866300

8

-66,1863486

0

-63,73592051

0

866300

9

-64,52715635

0

-58,68106485

-70,87287311

866300

10 -65,16345511

0

-61,58135173

-74,00933562

866300

11 -67,93819205

0

-58,19774132

0

866300

12 -70,13346213

0

-58,40808122

0

866300

13 -69,74767972

0

-57,68903497

-73,46105796

866300

14 -67,14173787

0

-57,22094407

-69,22516306

866300

15 -66,21077502

0

-56,95431578

-69,36626101

866300

16 -69,97224551

0

-56,74143853

0

866300

17 -69,71940112

0

-55,63729154

0

866300

18 -67,05894913

0

-58,38606702

-73,60908723

866300

19 -69,18571568

0

-57,94389865

0

866300

20

0

0

-56,97576286

-74,389922

866300

21

-71,1

0

-55,88449438

0

866300

-73,45030726

-55,73198798

-72,15376337

866300

22 -70,37720019
23

0

0

-54,69498334

-72,24860411

866300

24

0

-72,48975384

-56,90067114

-67,21918785

866300

25

0

-71,68074839

-64,57374079

-66,60211375

866300

26

0

-73,73984338

-56,73903982

-69,32558363

866300

27

0

-73,10867552

-57,9828243

0

866300

28

0

-74,0604381

-57,75071489

-68,92130261

866300

29

-70,3

0

-56,73849975

-68,36668608

866300
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Figure 13. Comparison of the estimated and the actual distances of PowerGW403 tag

Figure 14. The difference between the estimated and the actual distance of
PowerG-W403 tag
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Step 2
In this measurement PowerG-W403 semi-passive RFID tag were used but in this
step, RFID tag is rotated 180o. In Table 3, measured RSSI values from each antenna
are given. As shown in the table, measurements by antenna 1 were able to perform
just for two points. The distances between the mobile robot and (0,0) point were
estimated with Log-distance path loss model and SAWLC. In Figure 15, estimated
and the actual distances from (0,0) point were compared.
Table 3. RSSI (dBm) Measurements of Rotated PowerG-W403 Tag

Antenna 1
0
1
0
2
0
3
4 -70,24995349
5 -70,15319952
0
6
0
7
0
8
0
9
0
10
0
11
0
12
0
13
0
14
0
15
0
16
0
17
0
18
0
19
0
20
0
21
0
22
0
23
0
24
0
25
0
26
0
27
0
28
0
29

RSSI (dBm) Values
Antenna 2
Antenna 3
-73,42629085 -65,64123888
-70,20724161 -66,70953732
-72,86631789 -68,53488931
-73,15829923
0
-70,65521753
0
-72,07431963 -68,83034635
-73,27098781 -68,92618124
-71,01249376
0
-71,60142186
0
-72,9625557
-70,1
-70,44024375
0
-71,30951045
-70,7
-72,75545653
0
-71,24637114
0
-65,13447963
0
-64,28090657
0
-64,48818008
0
-67,22832447
0
-66,43133498
0
-63,40888
0
-63,3093602
0
-63,61493463 -68,80863068
-63,71637781 -68,31897645
-63,51653139 -69,75474321
-64,83554402
0
-65,30140368 -57,62032405
-65,26461411 -63,44156364
-65,95002526 -55,69155025
-66,22140451 -56,61428408
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Antenna 4 Frequency
-57,01739528
866300
-55,97739866
866300
-57,243859
866300
-58,99532186
866300
-57,49320017
866300
-55,72381924
866300
-55,61965542
866300
-55,0771126
866300
-54,90984239
866300
-59,54579745
866300
-55,36661091
866300
-57,5205042
866300
-55,59372065
866300
-56,98561093
866300
-55,07523047
866300
-58,4733149
866300
-59,692172
866300
-60,04451004
866300
-57,48992056
866300
-60,02532902
866300
-65,65875866
866300
-62,29510972
866300
-67,74048245
866300
-59,915306
866300
-58,42008746
866300
-58,58896393
866300
-64,16780872
866300
-65,94662338
866300
-60,22532537
866300

Figure 15. Comparison of the estimated and the actual distances of rotated
PowerG-W403 tag

Figure 16. The difference between the estimated and the actual distance of
rotated PowerG-W403 tag
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As shown in Figure 16, the maximum difference between estimated and the actual
distance was 1.2m. Localization error was observed below 0.5 just for a few
measurement points.
Step 3
To reduce the orientaion errors, PowerG-W403 RFID tag was measured in two
different orientations while mobile robot travelling from antenna 4 to antenna 3. For
antenna 2 and 4, measurement carried out as in the step 1 and the 1st and 3rd antenna
measurements carried out with 180o rotated position. The distances between the
mobile robot and (0,0) point are estimated with Log-distance path loss model and
SAWLC. In Figure 17, estimated and the actual distances from (0,0) point were
compared.

Figure 17. Comparison of the estimated and the actual distances of PowerGW403 tag
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Figure 18. The difference between the estimated and the actual distance of
PowerG-W403 tag
As shown in Figure 18, the maximum difference between estimated and the actual
distance was 0.48m. For the points closer to the center of measurement setup,
maximum localization error occurred as 0.2m and at a few point error exceeds 0.3m.
Figure 18 also shows, optimizing direction of propagation decreases localization
error.
Step 4
In this measurement PowerG-E403 semi-passive RFID tag was used. Between the
antenna 4 and 3, on the 29 points measurements were carried out. In Table 4,
measured RSSI (dBm) values from each antenna are given. The distances between
the mobile robot and (0,0) point are estimated with Log-distance path loss model and
SAWLC. In Figure 19, estimated and the actual distances from (0,0) point are
compared.
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As shown in Figure 20, the maximum difference between estimated and the actual
distance was 1.5m. Between the 7th and 23rd points, localization error does not
exceed 0.5m. In the near-fields and far-fields of tag’s antenna, higher localization
error is obtained.

Table 4. RSSI (dBm) Measurements of PowerG-E403 RFID Tag

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

RSSI (dBm) Values
Antenna 1
Antenna 2
Antenna 3
Antenna 4
Frequency
-64,65907847 -62,30264569 -64,85641982 -56,62480001
866300
-64,89494307 -61,87102567 -60,15551363 -58,48745755
866300
-63,42494131 -62,8374716 -61,00710164 -59,5949735
866300
-64,52572431 -68,87865111 -61,06572506 -62,72168427
866300
-65,7961547 -66,44526582 -56,95642176 -65,33181076
866300
-64,14633083
-68,145798
-58,83494882 -73,21010057
866300
-64,90082516 -72,68478478 -58,08031413 -63,52344708
866300
-64,82057928 -70,45733929 -61,61311535 -64,75761678
866300
-63,91660886 -71,84465044 -55,28115729 -62,75138973
866300
-63,43406418 -71,3601453 -59,42250302 -66,35714703
866300
-62,95731095 -73,61243618 -54,67774544 -65,01880568
866300
-65,16665034
0
-56,98646769 -72,03935674
866300
-65,76518921 -73,38443872 -55,45108112 -67,71123235
866300
-63,33567329
0
-54,90160201 -66,72830278
866300
-62,33656077
0
-54,7656732 -64,64305275
866300
-63,76780187
0
-54,01022162 -71,0928379
866300
-64,98762162
0
-53,49280945 -73,27738994
866300
-62,67345101
0
-55,93003912 -67,18972011
866300
-62,35500309
0
-56,92947651 -72,8354986
866300
-64,60885337
0
-54,07553242 -69,72619068
866300
-63,01705499 -72,9962355 -53,81196926 -69,74300731
866300
-62,32755619 -72,77683138 -53,50392008 -70,02191409
866300
-65,94817779 -72,21458413 -53,80705797 -65,22087934
866300
-65,37037461 -69,18602382 -55,60267068 -63,06241216
866300
-62,15450106 -66,53511851 -62,0856743
-62,2835902
866300
-63,11609784 -69,47197589 -54,70508453 -66,18151554
866300
-63,04191342 -71,30866002 -56,76029481
-73,4
866300
-62,73927108 -71,12802883 -56,99312284 -65,97549384
866300
-63,99248647
0
-56,13288039 -63,77141931
866300
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Figure 19. Comparison of the estimated and the actual distances of PowerGE403 tag

Figure 20. The difference between the estimated and the actual distance of
PowerG-E403 tag
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Step 5
In this measurement TE14 passive RFID tag was used. The measurements were
carried out on the straight line between the antenna 3 and 4 in each 10cm. In Table 5,
obtained RSSI values from each antenna are given. The distances between the mobile
robot and (0,0) point are estimated with Log-distance path loss model and SAWLC.
In Figure 21, estimated and the actual distances from (0,0) point are compared.
Table 5. RSSI (dBm) Measurements of TE14 RFID Tag

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Antenna 1
-58,36398055
-59,00315539
-57,41883812
-58,12311656
-61,48886472
-60,34403405
-60,50695993
-59,99352638
-58,46342232
-58,97114891
-58,34516817
-60,75864572
-61,47360937
-58,47470875
-56,69309068
-59,28031667
-60,70113671
-57,20371073
-57,15543592
-61,44741087
-59,86007332
-58,3533859
-63,68016625
-62,73419654
-58,26236197
-61,89780784
-60,38949438
-59,51874191
-61,14826651

RSSI (dBm) Values
Antenna 2
Antenna 3
-60,64447038 -58,59854863
-60,46965428 -54,52437661
-61,89081702 -56,91126101
-70,11794428 -55,19908042
-71,28471423 -53,46506048
0
-53,50812952
0
-53,46101069
-72,34145261 -56,58666259
0
-51,60565509
0
-54,52754165
0
-51,44397306
0
-52,50920685
0
-51,35858717
0
-51,39410388
0
-50,83271425
0
-50,59890835
0
-49,41741676
0
-51,88414429
0
-52,81821903
-72,22856972 -50,89397514
-71,88080385 -50,27022082
-66,5161245
-49,82508651
-66,32924192 -48,8147389
-64,98836627 -50,27867382
-61,51098257 -57,81623605
-64,52798571 -50,49963097
-65,83581097 -51,949747
-66,21830061 -51,84405822
-70,67771978 -51,31016013
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Antenna 4
-48,91810801
-50,12513285
-50,86624896
-54,18032019
-57,366786
-62,43946346
-56,75951123
-64,57615352
-57,86087241
-67,7809274
-61,51898722
-67,34362534
-62,10369658
-62,52253003
-58,02937959
-69,00165184
-71,75789481
-63,08711732
-65,65013215
-63,95076393
-66,14392988
-65,13963433
-62,43121294
-56,66916475
-55,87247622
-58,88774205
-71,63133871
-60,07362401
-58,53483015

Frequency
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300
866300

Figure 21. Comparison of the estimated and the actual distances of TE14 tag

Figure 22. The difference between the estimated and the actual distance of TE14
tag
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Localization error was illustrated in Figure 22 and the maximum error was obtained
in the far field of antenna 4 as 0.8m. Also at the far fields and near fields of antennas,
higher localization errors occur. At the points closer to the center of measurement
area error reduces to 0.2m.
Step 6
In this measurement ALL-9460-02 passive RFID tag was used. Tag was placed
horizontally on the robot. The mobile robot started its trip 1 m (d0) away from the
antenna 4 and stopped 1 m before antenna 3.The measurements were carried out on
the straight line in each 10cm. In Table 6, measured RSSI values from each antenna
are given. The distances between the mobile robot and (0,0) point are estimated with
Log-distance path loss model and SAWLC. In Figure 23, estimated and the actual
distances from (0,0) point are compared.

Figure 23. Comparison of the estimated and the actual distances of ALL-946002 passive RFID tag
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Table 6. RSSI (dBm) Measurements of ALL-9460-02 Passive RFID
Tag

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Antenna 1
-48,86822577
-48,63952903
-48,15712208
-48,43841378
-50,75705472
-50,65742379
-49,81398524
-48,74973547
-47,89521791
-47,53166263
-47,84582667
-48,92497914
-48,54022372
-47,46581256
-47,54908192
-49,71609974
-48,60661317
-47,80036839
-50,43653102
-51,87687074
-51,30466859
-54,46087534
-60,76247554
-55,87618179
-60,19802041
-56,58479052
-54,85912059
-59,85728001
-58,28656507

RSSI (dBm) Values
Antenna 2
Antenna 3
-60,91165119 -61,56310442
-58,88210001 -54,31789326
-65,63239301 -56,59760888
-60,20392866 -55,55419413
-58,81404969 -55,4454121
-59,70885611 -59,34719737
-61,44437261 -53,64718762
-63,4332854 -56,95302628
-62,48488118 -53,17013361
-60,15291139 -60,19199812
-60,73341992 -51,88405739
-63,00276382 -51,50772843
-62,56422091 -52,17834437
-63,95963467 -52,53578446
-68,60974748 -54,77053091
-66,55100516 -51,60260497
-64,10766342 -53,59243732
0
-52,7389764
0
-53,25888552
0
-51,3740683
0
-52,75220339
0
-49,20600523
-61,04512154 -48,68319892
-59,70923105 -50,95604353
-56,51033052 -54,80391505
-56,44883845 -51,76259487
-55,94552853 -51,95156235
-58,88618075 -49,94619216
-63,69995505 -50,83101076

Antenna 4 Frequency
-45,66171269
866900
-46,80295888
866900
-46,69567906
866900
-50,64649311
866900
-52,17078572
866900
-59,90441887
866900
-52,02326781
866900
-55,26118111
866900
-53,32514828
866900
-60,02848476
866900
-73,88593438
866900
-62,65698178
866900
-64,50036818
866900
-60,32083811
866900
-57,98165613
866900
-64,55583229
866900
-62,47176967
866900
-60,35112652
866900
-60,79548885
866900
-60,46633852
866900
0
866900
-60,25033246
866900
-59,24099804
866900
-59,7010357
866900
-54,97468475
866900
-59,07726372
866900
0
866900
-59,8283761
866900
-60,42413938
866900

As shown in Figure 24, the maximum difference between estimated and the actual
distance was 1.8m. While the tag is in near field of antenna 4 and at the center of
measurement area, higher localization errors are obtained. For the other points, error
reduces below 0.5m.
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Figure 24. The difference between the estimated and the actual distance of ALL9460-02 passive RFID tag
Step 7
In this measurement ALL-9460-02 passive RFID tag was also used but in this step,
RFID tag is rotated 180o. The mobile robot started its trip 1 m (d0) away from the
antenna 4 and stopped 1 m before antenna 3.The measurements were carried out on
the straight line in each 10cm. In Table 7, measured RSSI values from each antenna
are given. The distances between the mobile robot and (0,0) point are estimated with
Log-distance path loss model and SAWLC. In Figure 25, estimated and the actual
distances from (0,0) point are compared.
As shown in Figure 26, the maximum difference between estimated and the actual
distance was 13 m. Radiation of tag in specific directions affects RSSI stability
dramatically.
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Table 7. RSSI (dBm) Measurements of Rotated ALL -9460-02 Passive
RFID Tag

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Antenna 1
-61,00489894
-65,68884654
-61,30114144
-55,65526263
-58,55930137
-63,24354356
-61,91549536
-66,00730861
-63,8712447
-63,53537232
-64,58051941
0
0
-66,55211086
-62,95875402
-66,52825147
-64,11451642
-63,62164675
-64,45286569
-65,93538811
-65,66733454
-63,2741646
-61,06612423
-59,89917205
-62,82446515
-59,96566201
-63,98236283
-61,27230179
-58,7926923

RSSI (dBm) Values
Antenna 2
Antenna 3
-58,25283923 -56,18672602
-66,9372894
-60,6864213
-61,89738842 -61,26575291
-57,82287796 -68,6885171
-53,55770067 -63,0231017
-52,55325812 -63,21239864
-51,18587271 -62,35694694
-49,3315495 -66,05634824
-48,35157451 -68,53418381
-48,61803163 -62,04538828
-47,99345871 -64,45513461
-47,76218196 -61,42898239
-48,24153532 -61,76389963
-48,100858
0
-46,30156295 -69,22815516
-45,58233269 -68,24260516
-46,37356335 -66,53243678
-47,0582181 -66,19295198
-46,56694196 -67,59279146
-45,90766975 -61,87311555
-46,24301991 -57,42135235
-46,98760146 -53,62399103
-48,25827998 -53,02770754
-49,65075409 -53,14292906
-51,2729626 -59,02734967
-51,48275973 -48,1801454
-51,32880806 -48,87576927
-50,50259196 -47,36995213
-50,77362077 -45,15376787
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Antenna 4 Frequency
-50,34548397
866900
-49,80814508
866900
-50,72479285
866900
-50,82869645
866900
-51,86865962
866900
-50,09212818
866900
-49,74399924
866900
-48,47167525
866900
-50,85861026
866900
-53,53654681
866900
-51,04266722
866900
-52,94435766
866900
-52,22443951
866900
-51,29932349
866900
-50,34347096
866900
-53,25166062
866900
-55,28918862
866900
-59,45844488
866900
-52,74826338
866900
-53,63830892
866900
-57,43146731
866900
-55,18868162
866900
-58,33639051
866900
-57,26211099
866900
-55,06928022
866900
-51,55719809
866900
-56,65427868
866900
-56,12387106
866900
-56,63925882
866900

Figure 25. Comparison of the estimated and the actual distances of rotated
ALL-9460-02 RFID tag

Figure 26. The difference between the estimated and the actual distances of
rotated ALL-9460-02 RFID tag
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Step 8
To reduce the orientaion errors, ALL-9460-02 RFID tag was tested in two different
orientations while mobile robot travelling from antenna 4 to antenna 3. For antenna 1
and 4, measurement was carried out as the step 6 and for the 2nd and 3rd antennas
measurements were carried out with 180o rotated position. The distances between the
mobile robot and (0,0) point are estimated with Log-distance path loss model and
SAWLC. In Figure 27, estimated and the actual distances from (0,0) point are
compared.

Figure 27. Comparison of the estimated and the actual distances of ALL-946002 passive RFID tag

As shown in Figure 28, the maximum difference between estimated and the actual
distance was 0.6m only one point. For other points, localization error obtained
around or below 0.4m. With known radiation directions of tags the error rate would
be decreased.
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Figure 28. The difference between the estimated and the actual distance of ALL9460-02 passive RFID tag
Step 9
In this measurement ALL-9460-02 passive RFID tag was tested and positioned
vertically. The mobile robot started its trip 1 m (d0) away from the antenna 4 and
stopped 1 m before antenna 3. The measurements were carried out on the straight
line in each 10cm. In Table 8, measured RSSI values from each antenna are given.
The distances between the mobile robot and (0,0) point are estimated with Logdistance path loss model and SAWLC. In Figure 29, estimated and the actual
distances from (0,0) point are compared.
As shown in Figure 29, the maximum difference between estimated and the actual
distance was 0.6m. The localization error exceeds 0.4m while reader antennas are in
the near field of tag antenna. While the tag is closer to the center of measurement
area error is less than 0.3m.
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Table 8. RSSI (dBm) Measurements of Vertically Positioned ALL 9460-02 Passive RFID Tag

1

Antenna 1
-49,0251187

RSSI (dBm) Values
Antenna 2
Antenna 3
-50,07607533 -48,59436207

Antenna 4
-38,87713068

Frequency
866900

2

-48,98836107

-50,37102975

-46,03884397

-39,25304665

866900

3

-48,09148311

-50,00817655

-45,77624612

-37,93307815

866900

4

-48,06918308

-50,84640035

-47,58448542

-39,48317261

866900

5

-48,92848491

-51,04464919

-46,03462633

-41,94032216

866900

6

-50,59382591

-49,61803092

-45,48158393

-42,56572579

866900

7

-51,48914089

-49,32935887

-43,14742243

-42,99644523

866900

8

-48,51400242

-48,73076307

-46,07514624

-44,72968169

866900

9

-46,6676988

-49,73213642

-42,90088835

-42,48974259

866900

10 -48,44679938

-49,08744874

-45,99517156

-44,97702379

866900

11 -49,59710118

-50,13270938

-42,63153509

-49,01550747

866900

12 -52,02516036

-49,66514138

-43,79399416

-51,92816053

866900

13 -51,41756222

-50,27802785

-43,5402044

-49,00084194

866900

14 -51,19029454

-52,11026695

-43,29088891

-52,36856031

866900

15 -51,08082475

-50,61457024

-42,97883747

-48,45278602

866900

16 -56,25363347

-47,81821485

-41,75231811

-51,54932717

866900

17 -55,18368718

-47,44613485

-41,81884661

-49,65623064

866900

18 -52,36884648

-47,98611898

-42,09021598

-55,74390682

866900

19 -54,66903764

-46,89828311

-43,40140937

-52,69973897

866900

20 -60,02722777

-47,1349629

-44,19469836

-54,66794044

866900

21 -57,34975079

-48,93216736

-46,70114794

-62,81891258

866900

22 -57,74349336

-48,11407775

-42,34495622

-55,28250547

866900

23 -61,4326065

-50,34269681

-43,80139366

-54,91286957

866900

24 -62,64844335

-54,54984653

-44,42861988

-54,22660445

866900

25 -65,03504813

-51,33689872

-51,57610036

-54,39395699

866900

26 -60,87047288

-52,74338386

-48,34419094

-49,85993127

866900

27 -60,09195659

-55,22865652

-52,51898347

-54,51595821

866900

28 -67,14590004

-51,98760105

-50,1187554

-65,67834345

866900

29 -61,76429169

-56,26113449

-51,44359789

-54,79907783

866900
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Figure 29. Comparison of the estimated and the actual distances vertically
positioned ALL-9460-02 passive RFID tag

Figure 30. The difference between the estimated and the actual distance
vertically positioned ALL-9460-02 passive RFID tag
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5.2.2 Comparison of SAWLC and WCL
As mentioned in previous Chapters, localization is able to perform by various
algorithms. WCL is an example of these algorithms and SAWCL is based on WCL.
WCL and SAWCL algorithms are compared with using RSSI values given in Step 3,
8 and 9. For each 29 points in RSSI set, locations were estimated and the means of
absolute errors were calculated with Mean Absolute Error (MAE). Table 9 represents
the MAE of WCL and SAWCL algorithms for three different RSSI sets. As seen in
the table, localization error is obtained smaller in SAWCL for each RSSI sets.
Table 9. Comparison of SAWCL and WCL Algorithms
RSSI Set
3
8
9

MAE of SAWCL
0.1902 m
0.3295 m
0.2010 m

MAE of WCL
0.4273 m
0.4134 m
0.4143 m

5.2.3 Phase Measurements
Phase of received signal is a function of wavelength of carrier frequency and total
propagation distance. RFID reader provides an estimate of the signal phase of the
backscatter from tag. The tag phase is estimated from the noisy received signal
which is depended on the RF noise environment, signal bandwidth and RSS. RFID
reader returns the phase estimate as twos complement 16 bit hexadecimal number
scaled from -π to π.
With the PowerG-W403 semi-passive RFID tag phase measurements were
performed. The mobile robot started its trip 1m away from the antenna 4 and stopped
1m before antenna 3. The measurements were carried out on the straight line in each
10cm. Figures 31-34 show the phase values from each antenna respectively.
With the tag phase parameter the distance between the antenna and tag can not be
estimated directly. For each wavelength of carrier frequency phase varies between –π
and π. But especially in the phase values from antenna 3 and 4, unpredicted rapid
changes are observed. These changes are due to ambiguity phase measurements in
RFID reader. Therefore, definitive resolution of the absolute phase measurement is
not possible.
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Figure 31. Recorded Phase of Received Signal via Antenna 1
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Figure 32. Recorded Phase of Received Signal via Antenna 2
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Figure 33. Recorded Phase of Received Signal via Antenna 3
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Figure 34. Recorded Phase of Received Signal via Antenna 4
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5.3 Localization via Signal Pattern Matching
Pattern matching can be performed by measuring the similarity between the pattern
and every window within the signal whose size is same as the pattern size. The
similarity is defined as minimum absolute error occurrence. Any signal window,
whose absolute error is minimum, is considered similar.
To test the measurement setup for random errors and noise dependency, 4
measurement process were performed with the same tag orientation in the same path
with antenna 3 while the mobile robot approaches to the antenna 3. Table 10 presents
measured RSSI values via the antenna 3.
Figure 35 presents the plots of four repeated RSSI measurements given in Table 10.
As seen in the Figure 35, RSSI values obtained at each point from diffrent
measurements are approximatety same. The risings and descents are occured at the
same points.
To determine the location of sequentially measured 3 RSSI values in accordance to
minimum absolute error, a MATLAB script was coded in Appendix F. The script
calculates the absolute errors between each 3 sequent parameters taken from the
signal pattern and sequentially measured 3 RSSI values and decides at which point
the minimum error occurred. This algorithm is carried out for 4 antennas and most
occurred position is decided as estimated location. In Table 11 and 12, two different
measurements of RSSI values, which were carried out by using 4 antennas with the
same tag orientation, were given.
RSSI values in Table 11 is recognized as signal pattern. Sequentially taken 3 values
from Table 12 was compared with signal pattern with algorithm given in Appendix F
and repeated for each antenna. The results of positioning algorithm are given in
Table 13. Each number in the table represents a point in the measurement area. The
measurements were carried out in each 10cm between the Antenna 4 and 3. The
measurement was started behind the Antenna 4 and this point represented as “1”.
“37” represents the point behind the Antenna 3.
As shown in the Table 13 the locations are estimated correctly except the first 2
positions. Since the window size of the compared values is 3, first 2 measurements
are not able to locate.
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Table 10. Measurements via Antenna 3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Measurement 1
-57
-50,1
-56
-50,2
-56,3
-51,2
-52
-51,1
-48
-49,8
-49,6
-53,1
-47,7
-50
-47,8
-49,6
-47,4
-47,1
-47,5
-46,8
-46,9
-48
-49,1
-46,3
-46,7
-46,6
-47,3
-48,2
-51,9
-47,7
-50
-49,2
-50,7
-53,6
-54,3
-51,8
-51,3

RSSI (dBm) Values
Measurement 2 Measurement 3
-56,5
-56
-50
-50,2
-56
-56
-50,5
-50,4
-56,7
-56,6
-51,2
-51
-52
-52
-51,4
-51,6
-48,1
-48
-49,8
-49,7
-49,5
-49,8
-52,5
-52,1
-47,5
-47,3
-50
-50
-47,8
-47,8
-49,7
-49,8
-46,9
-46,8
-47
-47
-47
-47,4
-46,5
-46,6
-46,8
-46,8
-47,7
-47,6
-49
-49,2
-46,8
-46,8
-46,7
-46,6
-46,6
-46,5
-47,4
-47,5
-48,4
-48,4
-51,6
-51,8
-47,7
-47,7
-49,7
-49,7
-49,2
-49,2
-50,6
-50,6
-53,4
-53,4
-54,1
-54,1
-52
-52
-51,6
-51,6
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Measurement 4
-56,4
-49,9
-56
-50,2
-56,3
-51
-51,9
-51,6
-48
-49,8
-49,6
-52,4
-47,4
-50
-47,7
-49,8
-46,8
-46,9
-47,1
-46,8
-46,9
-47,9
-48,6
-46,8
-46,2
-46,6
-48
-48,8
-52
-47,7
-49,6
-49,7
-50,3
-53
-54,3
-51,5
-51,7

Table 11. RSSI Measurement

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Antenna 1
-55,57990354
-53,14352453
-53,63313063
-53,20422217
-53,88547648
-54,70593708
-53,16520951
-53,89187225
-53,00050155
-51,46432012
-53,26414779
-54,5734813
-55,24712993
-54,25408381
-53,34916204
-54,42847879
-55,39490443
-53,6678192
-52,61269577
-54,21000228
-55,43247639
-52,72273359
-51,85416346
-53,85982406
-53,32272609
-52,34224389
-54,31601093
-54,27642791
-50,62773798
-50,77813652
-51,08439869
-51,344273
-52,92608181
-52,06003713
-52,99094794
-55,7666232
-55,91868058

RSSI (dBm) Values
Antenna 2
Antenna 3
-49,71772789 -55,68577463
-48,09748628 -49,41822201
-48,85601505 -56,08879453
-49,42581369 -49,70380295
-48,88332411 -57,13326883
-49,24545259 -50,54727564
-52,92382469 -52,4527289
-54,6365155
-51,17086113
-51,67527791 -47,76587138
-52,79275003 -48,97726598
-51,92282159 -49,7765219
-50,64113553 -52,26016656
-49,79999928 -47,60517031
-48,93616872 -49,65768741
-49,71994035 -46,82957872
-49,71335467 -50,34729334
-49,30203796 -47,2642585
-50,18845591 -46,8617969
-52,59259888 -46,77036059
-53,99016413 -46,12576489
-54,32620667 -45,78303283
-55,04637997 -47,48466144
-55,64124132 -49,34109486
-57,13383776 -45,43034879
-59,45617556 -45,62831223
0
-45,74508345
-64,7248778
-46,72911191
-64,95041398 -48,2567682
-59,45517753 -50,62740536
-61,77231592 -46,03519819
-61,9550027
-48,69243216
-60,62025185 -47,78523187
-64,39448006 -49,71549849
0
-53,09668185
-66,54600025 -53,0940183
0
-50,59543327
0
-50,88122559
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Antenna 4
-54,09010242
-58,63772364
-53,55856062
-55,03843486
-57,42363309
-59,90183307
-69,12040701
-61,26799096
-66,10416968
-60,40964699
-69,53663508
-58,12963854
-56,49379998
-62,25096394
-56,18969501
-60,01521753
-62,5585413
-59,20971572
-58,88668724
-60,89431659
-57,29025337
-56,02787132
-65,03479541
-65,46579851
0
-59,7701741
-59,18597414
-56,11507816
-54,62374967
-66,34813496
0
-56,97458927
-56,41656852
-60,73433713
-60,91769424
-64,87758123
-67,16812683

Table 12. RSSI Measurement

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Antenna 1
-55,99146448
-53,18861434
-53,52844941
-53,44280078
-54,19887695
-54,78223492
-52,95292334
-53,7223093
-52,90022981
-51,32673394
-53,65766277
-54,56415924
-55,10981231
-54,41593453
-53,85327586
-55,26233331
-56,39242705
-54,09775548
-52,97938553
-54,76990737
-55,87267574
-52,85511253
-52,23233993
-54,18008687
-53,36040835
-52,2885294
-54,28940942
-54,34630012
-50,49973376
-51,09357104
-51,19125376
-51,33042289
-53,11217624
-52,13860742
-53,25523563
-56,07362276
-56,05301736

RSSI (dBm) Values
Antenna 2
Antenna 3
-50,38106171 -54,81920558
-48,5867005
-49,47930494
-49,0931204
-56,0134064
-49,51040405 -49,53009058
-49,08446694 -57,19601777
-49,36108423 -50,53359774
-52,86981386 -52,56157489
-55,55020891 -50,53518435
-52,36413877 -47,7850938
-52,29367255 -49,20194617
-51,49501925 -49,86375705
-50,51383202 -52,16672209
-49,77337917 -47,31563136
-49,55671416 -49,09691733
-49,79878882 -47,00810133
-50,24327151 -49,77797715
-49,90533671 -46,98226792
-49,7972265
-46,65237143
-52,51271103 -46,38966242
-53,39347538 -46,13127328
-53,20923495 -46,50615064
-54,41335455 -47,73883228
-56,08245073 -49,40812834
-57,09084597 -45,47079145
-58,59912492 -45,87249289
0
-46,13826066
-65,27912512 -46,98382596
-65,3677248
-48,74993973
-60,31807623 -51,03305952
-61,76773986 -46,15659114
-62,32737346 -49,1111109
-61,08108953 -48,24091255
-65,87666658 -49,57758052
0
-53,9816006
-64,87659919 -53,10771405
0
-50,8067631
0
-51,59742574
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Antenna 4
-54,18054337
-60,19707245
-54,53257429
-55,81657334
-57,55477706
-60,16763055
-73,70786081
-62,12330808
-64,73546975
-61,63063638
-71,74575828
-58,07664717
-56,24383325
-63,54207413
-56,48078315
-59,84450236
-61,3520937
-59,5343538
-59,50015996
-61,17250724
-58,33580557
-56,41443055
-64,19775689
-65,33843134
0
-59,21387963
-58,3475015
-56,37391268
-54,75067035
-65,23093347
0
-56,58700829
-55,55763881
-60,71634638
-61,3817139
-63,65111795
-66,70156837

Table 13. Estimated Position with Signal Pattern Matching
Actual
Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Estimated
Position
0
0
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
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Figure 35. Four Different RSSI Measurements via Antenna 3
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CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, we applied various localization algorithms to locate mobile robot
attached passive RFID tag in the indoor environment. The system consists of RFID
reader, four antennas, a RFID tag and desktop computer. The location of tag is
simply estimated with antenna diversity. So the performance of the system is very
dependent to tags radiation pattern.
The established system is programmed to measure the RSSI values from each
antenna. The measurements were carried out on a straight line between the antennas.
RSSI values were recorded for each 10cm. A mobile robot, which stops in each
10cm and waits sufficient of time, was used to carry the tag. The computer was
connected to the reader and compute in order to compute the mean of received RSSI
values. The antennas were located each side of the area.
Several measurements were performed with different kind of RFID tags and different
tag orientations. While measurement processes, averaged RSSI values, received
signal phases and transmission signal frequency were recorded. With the recorded
averaged RSSI values, it’s observed that, the radiation of tags is not uniform for each
direction. Different RSSI characteristics are obtained within the same range of two
antennas. When measurement was repeated with the same tag and orientation, a
consistent RSSI characteristic was obtained.
To estimate distances between the antenna and tag, transforming RSSI values to
distance were necessary. Several indoor path loss models were tested and Logdistance Path Loss Model is decided to more suitable since the method is easy to
apply different indoor environment.
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SAWCL algorithm was applied to locate the tag with the estimated distances.
SAWCL is comparing not only the magnitudes but also differences. The algorithm
also decreases values which exceeds a predefined threshold, with a gray fraction.
SAWCL is not dependent to previous values of RSSI while estimating the location, it
just compares the parameters measured from four antennas for each time.
The output of localization algorithm shows that, for some cases SAWCL eliminates
errors due to non-uniform directional radiation. But on unforeseeable points, tag is
located to totally different position. While measurements were performed in different
orientations for the antennas, less localization errors observed. When the PowerGW403 semi-passive tag was measured for two different orientations, localization
error exceeded 0.4m in only one point and the maximum error was observed as
0.48m.
In the received signal phase measurements, on the same point, distinct values were
observed for the same antenna. The differences between the distinct values were
180o. Without using the previous values, utilizing phase parameter in the localization
algorithms with 180o ambiguity decreases the system sensitivity.
Repeated measurements with the same tag orientation shows, each point on the
straight line has the characteristic RSSI values. Localization with a simple pattern
matching algorithm locates the tag to exactly correct position.
A pattern matching method was proposed and applied to locate the tag. In this
method, a dataset was created in the offline measurements. While the online
measurement process, sequentially obtained three RSSI values were matched within
the signal pattern by observing minimum absolute error. When four antennas are
used, localization is able to be performed without error. But in signal pattern
matching technique, previous two RSSI values are needed to be used and a
calibration is needed to perform before the measurements.
The novelty of this thesis study is the mobile robot is attached a passive RFID tag as
opposed to the literature where reader is carried by the mobile object. For the RSSI
based indoor localization method which uses distance, passive RFID tag technology
is not adequate for precise localization because of the non-uniform radiation. In this
study, to overcome radiation effect, tags are measured in different orientations.
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Utilizing more than one parameter will increase the system sensitivity. As a future
work, the ambiguity in phase parameter will be removed. With an appropriate
localization algorithm RSSI and phase parameter will be utilized to locate passive
RFID tags closer to actual position. For the signal pattern matching method, the
algorithm will be developed to locate the tag in the indoor environment with a higher
resolution.
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